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ABSTRACT
As a vision for the future Web, this paper proposes Massive
Knowledge Web (MKW), a referential architecture that will
support effective sharing of versatile knowledge in a large-scale
decentralized network, and establish effective and efficient means
to manage massive knowledge which may be created, derived and
shared by various sources including individual end-users on the
Web 2.0. The architecture incorporates a virtual P2P overlay into
the server side platform to support efficient knowledge
management, semantics-rich and personalized query processing
for huge amounts of dynamic and personalized Web contents in a
large-scale distributed network environment. Three major
components are discussed herein: (1) semantic data model for
massive Web2.0 content, (2) semantics-rich query model, and (3)
scalable distributed semantic indexing model. Among other
advantages, MKW provides a feasible architectural solution to
build more accessible, scalable and intelligent services on the
future Web.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Systems]: Systems and Software –Distributed
systems, Information networks.

General Terms
Design.
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Web, Web 2.0, massive knowledge sharing, architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence and popularization of Web 2.0 have significantly
changed the logic architectures of the Web application systems. It
not only hatches out new applications on the next generation Web
platform, but also imposes new challenges on effective and
efficient means towards making the massive knowledge on the
Web more accessible. Search engine techniques have evolved
from text information retrieval to global link-analysis-based
ranking, achieving significant advances in terms of keywordbased query accuracy and recall rate when handling the vast
amount of Web pages [5]. However, facing the rapid growth of
Web 2.0, we argue that search engines need to reconsider the
whole technical architecture to meet the new requirements of
managing massive information/knowledge originated from
personalized Web sources. Three major challenges are envisioned:
1. The current prevailing keyword-based Web information
search is not expressive nor accurate enough to support
semantics-rich personalized queries.
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2. The core techniques of current Web information services like
search engines are not fully prepared to support
individual/personalized information and knowledge sharing on
Web 2.0. In particular, personalized resources management
and sharing will not only require a variety of query semantics
but also call for different mechanisms of measuring, filtering,
ranking and explaining the returned results.
3. Existing data models and system architectures of current Web
information services are inadequate to provide scalable,
intelligent and personalized information and knowledge
sharing services in large-scale environments. The existing
Web information organization models lack extensibility to
accommodate more semantics and support semantics-rich
search and queries; many important semantics of the original
Web contents cannot be even retained, making it harder to
extract richer semantics. On the other hand, logic based
semantic model faces a critical problem of scalability when
dealing with the dynamic and large-scale data on the Web.
These challenges drive us to reconsider the technical architecture
of current Web information searching systems, and we propose a
Web 2.0-oriented large-scale distributed system architecture
called Massive Knowledge Web (MKW). Among other advantages,
MKW will provide a semantic/knowledge overlay over the Web,
allowing users to publish, manage, share, and query their
personalized information on the Web. The decentralized nature of
Web 2.0 content sources inspires us to promote the integration of
P2P computing techniques [2] with Web to enable scalable Web
information sharing services on the future Web.

2. BACKGROUND
"The World Wide Web (WWW, or simply Web) is an information
space in which the items of interest, referred to as resources, are
identified by global identifiers called Uniform Resource
Identifiers" − Architecture of the World Wide Web, www.w3.org.
This simple architecture enables the Web to be easily, freely and
quickly developed and boomed into the vastest information pool
on the earth in less than ten years time. People must resort to
machines to locate resources in the information space of the Web
containing hundreds of billions of Web pages. Google and other
search engines have indexed about ten billions of Web pages [12].
From the viewpoint of users, search engines are almost the only
tool to search information on the Web when no direct information
sources are available. However, when people want to find some
specific information or knowledge, searching results are hardly
satisfactory. In many cases, a searching process becomes even
frustrating when users have to carefully manipulate the search
process to narrow down the possible resource ranges. And finally,
we have to make the decision on whether the ranked list should be
trusted. A study shows that using Google, about 65% information

queries are truly satisfactory, far less than the satisfaction rate of
85% of simple navigation queries [4].
From the viewpoint of system developers, we believe that several
key factors lead to above situation. Firstly, URI is not
semantically rich enough to support searching in the information
space of the Web. Secondly, Web page techniques such as
HTML/XHTML are mostly presentation-oriented not contentoriented. Thirdly, the content/data of Web pages is mixed with the
presentation of content/data. The DOM tree structure is used more
often to describe the presentation layout of Web pages than to
describe the content of Web pages. Thus, Web pages are more like
free text than semi-structured data. This feature enables
developers to quickly write human-readable Web pages but makes
it hard for a machine to search and query.
Most current search engines support only keyword-based
search/query operations on Web pages. Although it is easy to use,
the semantics of keyword-based queries can be too vague to
accurately express the requirements of users, and search engines
also cannot accurately represent Web page content by keyword
combinations. Vague query semantics and incomplete Web
content semantics motivate researchers to seek for more scalable
and semantics-rich Web search solutions.
XML (htttp://www.w3.org/XML/) and Semantic Web techniques
(http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/)
are
two
complementary
components to the Web semantics. Semi-structured data models
and formal semantics are defined to enable more strict contentoriented description of resources on the Web. Structured queries
are supported on XML data [8]. Logic reasoning can be performed
on
RDF
documents
(www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-mt20040210/). Involving more semantic structures will inevitably
increase the computational complexity of searching [7]. This to
some degree has hindered the extensive application of Semantic
Web techniques on the Web. Search engines like Swoogle on
Semantic Web provide a scalable indexing on Semantic Web
documents [10]. Its index does not reflect the semantic contents of
the indexed documents. RDF stores such as Sesame [6] and Jena
[24] provides native or database based storage solutions to support
semantic query languages including RDL [25] and SPARQL [26].
Those RDF storage and query solutions face a critical
performance challenge upon query operations [18].
Recent emergence and popularization of Web 2.0 applications
have dramatically changed the Web content publishing model.
Web2.0 applications enable large amount of individual users to
actively participate in publishing, sharing and managing their own
data, information and knowledge on the Web. Blog systems
(http://www.blog.com), Wiki (http://www.wikipedia.org) and
Web tag systems (http://del.icio.us/) allow users to publish their
data/information/knowledge on the Web in a managed way, so
that the information can be shared and utilized more explicitly and
purposefully. Those personalized information contents on the Web
impose new challenges on search engines. User queries on Web
2.0 tend to be more specific and personalized than previous simple
keyword-based queries.
To provide personalized search, existing solutions based on search
engines mainly fall into two kinds, viz., search history based and
user preferential based [9][10]. Such solutions do not focus on the
inherent vague semantics of keyword-based queries. A few Web
query languages and models were also studied to support more
complex queries on [15][16][20]. These works mainly focus on
querying the topology of the Web, rather than on the content of

Web pages. Various information retrieval techniques are studied
to extract more complex semantic information from free text on
the Web [14][17]. Many question answering systems on the Web
also provide more intelligent information searching services by
using natural language process (NLP) method to acquire complex
semantics from Web pages [19]. However, NLP methods and
information retrieval methods are still not intelligent enough to
discover the deep semantics of free text.
The core problem is the semantics on the Web. To solve this
problem requires a compromising between rich semantics and
scalable processing. It can be also seen that the problems existed
on Web 1.0 are becoming even more challenging on Web 2.0 by
using the same technical strategies of information searching.
Traditional architectures of Web information services fall short in
providing one-method-fits-all solutions. However, Web 2.0
provides a new chance to help tackle previous problems in an
alternative way. Web 2.0 provides a platform to utilize the power
of mass to make Web 1.0 and 2.0 more accessible. For example,
Web 2.0 information can be utilized to improve search engines [3].
This paper aims at envisioning and proposing a distributed
architecture that can enable users to publish, search and query the
Web in a more intelligent and scalable way.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
3.1 General Methodology
The MKW architecture aims at providing a distributed resource
model, extensible indexing mechanism, and scalable query model
over massive knowledge on the Web. Based on these, we are
going to build a distributed large-scale knowledge Web to support
massive personalized information and knowledge sharing and
management. The decentralized nature of the massive
personalized resource sharing and management drives us to
advocate combining Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing [2] with Web
techniques to support scalable personalized knowledge
management in large-scale distributed environments on Web 2.0.
The core methodology is to utilize massive user power to divide
and conquer the hard problems. The scalability and extensibility
of P2P infrastructure make it a promising enabling technique to
support various dynamic and personalized services in a large-scale
network. It can help release the load of the centralized servers and
make the system self-organized.

Figure 1. Massive Knowledge Web (MKW) Model.
The core of the MKW architecture should consist of at least four
major components for supporting scalable Web content publishing,
indexing and querying/searching (see Figure 1).
1. A distributed semantic data model that supports semantics-rich
information and knowledge publishing, storage and querying on
Web 2.0.
2. An extensible semantic query model that supports semanticsrich and computable query operations and expressions.
3. Scalable semantic indexing mechanisms that support effective
and efficient query processing.

4. The MKW platform that incorporates above models to support
resource management and sharing.

3.2 Platform Structure
To utilize the power of mass over the Web 2.0, a P2P overlay
network based infrastructure will be adopted in the system
architecture. On P2P overlay networks, peers act as both clients
and servers, and are connected to form a certain type of network
where queries can be forwarded by peers on the overlay to reach
the target peer. Self-organization and scalable query routing in
large-scale networks are two prominent features of P2P networks
[2]. However, P2P networks face critical problem of resilience in
highly-dynamic environments.

indexing can extend and facilitate scalable searching on the
semantic overlay. User queries at different levels of semantic
abstraction can be combined and integrated to provide users with
more systematic results.
The Visual Presentation Management module will allow users to
separate content from the user-interface by providing a set of
presentation language and tools for defining specific presentation
of data. Separating data from presentation enables users to flexibly
manipulate the visual presentation without affecting the content
structure of data. Changing content structure of data becomes
more easily without concerning about the presentation formats.
By incorporating the P2P overlay techniques at the server side
architecture, local semantic features of Web content can be well
kept, which serves as the most important feature enabling scalable
and extensible personalized information services on the future
Web.

3.3 Scalable Semantic Data Model
The semantic data model is the main trunk that eliminates
semantic gap between different levels of the system. To make the
system scalable, selecting a proper semantic data model is critical.
Formal logic models such as Description Logic [1] own strict and
rich expressiveness but often have high computational complexity.
Instead, a simple model that allows users to contribute their own
semantic information in a scalable way is desirable. Here, we
suggest the Semantic Link Network (SLN) model to support
semantics representation, management and sharing [23].
Figure 2. Massive Knowledge Web Platform Architecture
Instead of building a real P2P overlay network for users on the
Web, embedding a virtual P2P overlay network into the server
side architecture will be an alternative way to utilize P2P
computing power while avoid its disadvantage. Figure 2 shows the
proposed architecture. A real Web information source can publish
one or several virtual servers on the virtual P2P overlay that are
physically managed by the centralized servers of the platform. In
this way, the problem of resilience can be effectively solved. The
logic feature of P2P overlay networks can be retained and utilized
to support scalable information querying.
On the MKW platform, semantic information is published as
semantic objects which are to be discussed in next section. A
virtual server is responsible for holding the semantic objects
published by the owner of that virtual server, i.e., the real
information source on the Web. Each virtual server is assigned
with a unique semantic address on the virtual structured P2P
overlay so that it can be efficiently located.
To enable semantic queries, semantic objects are also connected
by their semantic relationships to form a semantic overlay. To
support efficient and scalable query processing, a semantic index
is built over the semantic overlay based on the hierarchical
clusters of the published semantic objects.
The Query Management module will allow users to perform
queries on different semantic levels. A local index at each peer on
the Web supports direct information retrieval on the local contents.
Users can also directly search other peers' contents by the virtual
server addresses without consuming the server side computation.
A set of semantic query operations will be also supported on the
semantic overlay formed by the semantic objects. Semantic

The core of the semantic data model SLN is the semantic object
defined as a tuple SO(A, L), where A is the attribute set containing
description of the semantic object and L is the link set containing
semantic links to other semantic objects. Each attribute is defined
as a triple a(n, p, v) where n is the name of the attribute, p is the
predicate indicating the semantic interpretation of the attribute
value v of a. For example a("name", "is", "Johnson") represents an
name attribute of an object. The semantic link is defined as a
tuple l(t, p, r) where t is the name of the link, p is the semantic
interpretation of the link and r is the pointer to a remote semantic
object. Semantic objects are taken as a piece of information with
certain attributes and links. Specific interpretations are left to userdefined semantic models. Semantic objects can encapsulate both
HTML/XHTML Web contents and the RDF-based semistructured Semantic Web data. That is, semantic objects can
support different user-defined semantic models.
The semantic data model should have the following features:
1. Opening structure that allows different or even conflicting userdefined semantic models coexists.
2. Index-able semantic data structure that allows semantic
information in different user-defined semantic models can be
indexed under one unified indexing structure.
3. Unified semantics searching model that allows queries/searches
in different user-defined semantic models.

3.4 Extensible Semantic Query Model
Based on the semantic link network model, a distributed semantic
query model is required to provide a simple and extensible query
interface for users. The query model will provide basic query
operation framework based on the SLN semantic data model. The
query model will also allow users to define the query operations

on their own (user-defined) semantic models with the basic query
operation framework; this is because query semantics depends on
the semantics of contents published by users themselves. Two
basic types of query operations are to be provided, namely,
attribute-based and link-based. Both are to return the semantic
objects that satisfy certain computable query conditions. Although
more complex queries such as join can be defined, we leave such
user-defined operations to users at the client-side for the sake of
system scalability.
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3.5 Scalable Semantic Indexing
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To support scalable semantic query processing, a threedimensional resource space scheme [22] can be used to hold the
attribute triples and link triples based on the hierarchical
classification semantics. Previous high-dimensional indexing
structures such as R* tree can be used to support efficient tuple
searching in the resource space. Moreover, the semantic paths of
the semantic overlay can be also indexed based on user-defined
query history, so as to facilitate fast extraction of structures of the
semantic objects in the semantic overlay.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have advocated the MKW architecture with the
enabling characters that will make information publishing and
sharing on Web 2.0 more flexible, efficient and effective and
intelligent in large-scale distributed environments. It will be an
important step towards our Knowledge Grid endeavor [21].
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